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SUMMARY 
The EULYNX1 project is a cooperation project of ten European Infrastructure Managers who have decided to 
create a common strategy for harmonising their requirements for railway signalling systems. This is a first step 
towards harmonized standards for its technical architecture and the design methods. This next generation 
signaling strategy, as developed by EULYNX, potentially brings a major change to the world of railway signalling. 
The need for this strategy is based on both the technical problems caused by an increasing diversity of systems 
and the higher life cycle costs this implies. Modern communication based signalling systems have a shorter life 
time. In addition to these effects infrastructure managers have to deal with obsolescence of electronic systems 
even before the older legacy systems, like mechanical or electro mechanical ones, reach their end of life time. In 
renewal, replacement and migration projects this increases the variety of many different systems and in some 
situations this causes a large number of dedicated interfaces between both legacy and electronic systems and/or 
components. A resource efficient implementation of ERTMS may be hampered for these reasons. Today’s 
situation with a limited number of standards has a decisive impact on the life cycle costs of the railway 
infrastructure. Therefore strategic technical decisions are required in the further evolution of the signalling 
systems. 

This paper is about this cooperation project of the signaling departments of the European infrastructure 
managers, and presents the EULYNX strategy and its Cluster Projects in more detail. 

1 MOTIVATION AND APPROACH 

The overall challenge for infrastructure managers is to provide a secure, reliable, punctual and sustainable rail 
network in conjunction with operators and other stakeholders. Among other activities the managing, maintaining, 
construction and controlling of the assets is served by an efficient, flexible and safe traffic management system. 

Those national networks with a variety of transport modalities can operate only under governance of one or more 
centralised operation command and control centers which in turn control the central part in the architecture of 
signaling, the interlocking. The interlocking system is a vital element of the railway system: it delivers the core 
functionality for route setting, train protection and route release. It has a dedicated centralised task to safely 
combining steering and locking of the trackside equipment in order to ensure protection of trains using these 
routes. In ERTMS environments, the interlocking is interfaced with the Radio Block Centre, which in turn interacts 
directly with the train enabling a safe and efficient operation. 

Continuous improvement, covering the period starting from the mid-19th century untill today has left railways with 
many different technologies, sometimes called the “technology zoo”. The signalling assets covered by these 
technologies represent an installed value of several hundred billion Euros in Europe. The diversity and 
complexity of these assets (interlockings, field elements and its corresponding interfaces) is a crucial factor in the 
renewal cycle of the entire technical traffic management system, and also on methods concerning design and 
applications. This clearly comes to light when it comes to the replacement of life expired systems by new 
systems, during the implementation of new national functions, or when installing ERTMS on a corridor, etc. For 
these situations it is vital to enable future partial replacement of system or of components as a key element for 
the reduction of life cycle costs in a so called brown-field approach. 

Traditionally signalling was not one of the most innovative industries. In the 90’s innovation brought electronic 
systems in a wider scale into the domain of signalling. The introduction of electronic systems beyond the legacy 
systems is a consequence of the traditional backlog in signalling. The more new technology is introduced in 
following innovation steps, the more this backlog decreases. With the introduction of each new technological 
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innovation (like the use of Internet Protocols for communication, the use of Commercial off the Shelf-products 
(COTS), the use of Open standards for interfaces, a.o.) the need arises to bring all those systems together in 
one and the same system architecture. Therefore there is a need to adhere to an apportionment of functionalities 
as defined in earlier European projects and to find a common approach in further innovative standardisation of 
the signaling systems landscape. This task is not only limited to the infrastructure managers, it is also relevant for 
the supply industry, and in a way of system design that is not unique and limited to railway signaling, but moves 
to the use of COTS equipment and open solutions out of the domain of other mission critical technologies. 
Sophisticated innovative methods must manage the complexity of signaling technology and make it, as one of 
the infrastructure managers calls it, “standard and simple” again, instead of “national-unique for only our own 
conventional non-state-of-the-art-signaling”. 

The development of a European standard needs time and the use of scarce resources. Infrastructure managers 
may have different starting points and priorities. It is therefore beneficial for all Infrastructure managers to have a 
common approach and start developing common requirements, which in a next step will become a standard. To 
ensure the right development steps to achieve this standard, different deployment projects can use preliminary 
editions of the standard (the early adapters of the standard), providing gain from experience to the remaining 
partners. Based on feedback from these projects, a higher quality of the standard will be achieved. 
Standardisation in this manner becomes a steady growing model. In modern signaling this means that sets of 
rules and specifications will be defined describing the behavior of a subsystem and how adjacent subsystems 
must behave in order to work with this subsystem. In this model, managing assets becomes managing functions 
and interfaces. The approach is a clear indication to the industry regarding in what direction developments will 
go. 

As innovation is the approach to find solutions, it is the challenge to apply them in the general mixed use of the 
different transport segments for intercity and regional use, both for passenger and freight transport. Separation of 
modalities is only possible in theory. When an infrastructure manager can assure that in this complex 
environment the system from supplier X can be easily integrated with the system from supplier Y, we can speak 
of standardisation. In the same manner the system from Country 1 can be easily integrated with the system from 
Country 2. In this way the industry can use their resources in multiple countries, which is more efficient for the 
next step in the faster and faster moving evolution of signalling technologies. With standard solutions a higher 
turnaround of replacement of signalling assets can be expected. 

Attention must be given to the cooperation between infra managers and the supply industry. In early phases of 
specification a cooperation model must be considered to promote interested suppliers to be involved in 
innovative developments from scratch. 

Standardisation of interfaces for signalling systems is regarded as one of the crucial elements which will provide 
reduced need for planning, engineering, construction, test, commissioning and approvals. The flexibility it brings 
to signalling systems reduces the so-called vendor lock-in risks when upgrading or renewing installations. 

One of the conditions for this is to create interface specifications that the supply industry must use to develop 
equipment and services that conform to the standard which enables competition between suppliers for the same 
product. If this equipment is able to communicate in a standard language with a standard protocol within a 
standardised network, we can speak of the new signaling standard. And as a result, prices of equipment 
decrease leading to an overall reduction of the life cycle costs, faster implementation and commissioning. 

Future spending’s and use of scarce resources should be used on standardisation at all levels for signalling 
systems, as this should be regarded the methodology for cost savings for future renewals, increasing 
competition, and higher quality, supporting infrastructure managers need to “do more with less money”. 

EULYNX will serve some of the goals we know already from ERTMS and additionally the results of the EULYNX 
project must contribute to a more standardised network wide signalling system. 

Such a step by step approach is applied by EULYNX, an European initiative linking interlocking subsystems and 
defining methods for design and application. This project uses results of former (European) projects, among 
others those concerning interlockings, like Euro-Interlocking and INESS. It also makes use of the results of 
national (development) projects, for example NeuPro from DB Netz AG. 
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2 ORGANISATION AND PARTICIPATING PARTNERS 

At the moment of issuing this paper ten infrastructure managers participate in the EULYNX cooperation project 
(see figure 1).  

The cooperation project has the following 
organisational structure (figure 2): 

 The General Assembly is the 
representative body of all 
stakeholders; its members are 
members of the senior 
management of the partners, in 
their role of formal 
representatives; 

 The Project Management 
Committee is the executive body 
governing the project; its 
members are the project 
representatives nominated for this 
role by the partners; 

 The Project Management Office forms the central core of the project and is formed by the project 
manager and his/her support staff; its primary role is coordination of the activities and support of the 
change process; among other activities as keeping a glossary on an actual level is a side activity of the 
project office; 

 The Change Control Board (CCB) is the decision making body when it comes to the formalisation of the 
specifications, the output of the project; the members of the CCB are nominated by the partners for this 
role; 

 The Cluster Project is a project within EULYNX, dealing with an individual interface or central topic; the 
organisation is repeated for each cluster; the cluster is led by the Cluster Leader nominated by the 
partners participating in the cluster; its structure and working methods is described in the following 
chapter. 

 

 

Figure 2: Organisation structure 

1. DB Netz AG, Germany 
2. S.A. Infrabel, Belgium 
3. Jernbaneverket, Norway 
4. Liikennevirasto, Finland 
5. Network Rail, United Kingdom 
6. ProRail B.V., The Netherlands 
7. Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer Français, France 
8. Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer Luxembourgeois, 

Luxembourg 
9. Trafikverket, Sweden 
10. Slovenske zeleznice, Slovenia 

Figure 1 Participating Infrastructure Managers EULYNX 
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3 CLUSTER PROJECT, GENERAL VIEW  

The aim is that sharing goals of EULYNX can reduce the future spending of substantial amounts of money and 
other resources. By adapting already existing or evolving national project results, the infrastructure managers 
contribute to EULYNX without European subsidised resources.  

The EULYNX Cluster Projects make use of the results of developed interfaces and methods, which are provided 
by the cooperating partners for further development in the cluster. The requirements for each interface and the 
methodology for the development of the modular system architecture is supplemented with the national 
requirements of each participating infrastructure manager. Joining this development process assures that 
national requirements will be part of the future standard. Each cluster project is free to include legacy system 
requirements. The resulting specifications will remain open for upgrades through change requests.  In this way a 
future proof, complete and harmonised standard for signaling system evolves. 

The Cluster Projects use a standard approach for the development of the interface specifications. The Modelling 
and Testing Cluster has adopted the system engineering process, which is applied by each individual Cluster 
Project. First the individual functions of the participating infrastructure managers are collected, either in modelled 
or textual form. In a second step they are described as use cases, and further compared and structured by 
specialists of the respective domain. With this approach the commonalities and the differences are identified. 
The differences from each national variant can be re-evaluated by the national infrastructure managers. At that 
moment it becomes clear in how far a national situation differs from common standards and how much effort 
should be applied in order to migrate to the standard. The functionality can be modeled using the Systems 
Modeling Language (SysML), supporting simulation and validation of the requirements. An iterative-incremental 
process is used, adding further blocks of functionality or further national variants to the model in each iteration. 

The deliverables of Cluster Projects are modelled specifications, complemented by documentation in a 
requirement management system (DOORS). All interface specifications are subject to change control 
management, and are released as Cluster Project baselines. A compliant set of baselines for multiple interfaces 
will be released as a EULYNX Baseline Set.  

Document Management is an integral part of the Workflow Management System. All working documents and 
deliverables are uploaded to the system and are subject to its version control. The technical and management 
approach followed by the project are described in the Project Management Plan. 

The project will adhere to the standard workflows, defined by the system engineering and change management 
processes. Figure 3 summarises the workflow used in the Cluster Projects.  
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Figure 3: Cluster project workflow 

 

The development of a modelled specification within each cluster can also be represented by the workflow in the 
form of a V-cycle (figure 4). First requirements are collected from all partners. In the next step, the identification 
of the commonalities and the differences are followed by the definition of iterations for modelling (iteration can 
define a subset of functions or a set of national specific functions). The incremental modelling integrates 
requirements of each iteration to the modelled specification. Incremental validation of each iteration is performed 
by testing the executable model through stimulation. Completed testing of all iterations and all variants validates 
the modelled specifications. 

 

Figure 4: Cluster Project V cycle 
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4 THE CLUSTER PROJECTS  

Since an interlocking is the central part of the signalling system the only choice is to consider not some of the 
interfaces, but all of them. As a consequence EULYNX has quit a number of Cluster Projects. The nature of each 
of the interfaces is that many of them show typical functional or technical requirements, a typical behavior, etc. 
Beyond this, the interlocking needs to manage at the same time all the interfaces in all combinations. This is the 
reason for the need of standardising methods and processes related to the interlocking. This forces that focus of 
standardisation must be distributed over all these issues. In project terms, the work breakdown is an extensive 
list of activities. The gain of the result must be reuse of communication protocols, hardware, a.o.. 

The following chapters will present the main work that is done by several partners of the project, all joining to one 
or more cluster projects. Each cluster project is managed by one of the partners. 

4.1 EULYNX Cluster Project Reference Architecture, Leader: ProRail 

The reference architecture (figure 5) defined by this Cluster Project, has to enable flexible, reliable and cost 
efficient signalling solutions that can be used in different European infrastructure companies. Furthermore the 
architecture should support a modular system concept with standardised interfaces in order to reduce the risk of 
vendor lock-ins and to realise modern obsolescence concepts particularly for electronic subsystems.  

Within that modular concept the separation of information and energy supply is a basic paradigm that should be 
taken into account. A managed IP-network and a “power-bus” for distributed power supply should determine 
“Points of Service” for information supply and ‘Points of Power” for energy supply in a decentralised system.   

Based on modern communication architectures the concept should allow the exploitation of IP-based 
communication using safe and secured closed and open networks. Finally the architecture should support a 
system design that is based on technical main stream solutions used for instance in automation and 
telecommunication industry.  

The reference architecture is conditional to all the other Cluster Projects. 

 

 

Figure 5 Reference Architecture 
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4.2 EULYNX Cluster Project Assurance, Leader: Network Rail 

This project is a pre-cursor to the cluster projects which deliver interface models and specifications. The aim is to 
create a process that can be used to assure the outputs from each cluster project such that they can be cross-
accepted by the national safety authority of each country with limited further assurance work being necessary. 
The engineering development and management process of the EULYNX project will be assured and a templated 
assurance process set up for the delivery of each cluster project, based on the Common Safety Method. 

4.3 EULYNX Cluster Project Modelling and Testing, Leader: DB NETZ AG 

This Cluster Project defines a common domain specific language. The vision/goal is to develop a formal railway 
domain specification language for defining, validating and verifying the system requirements. It delivers the 
definition of the system engineering process and modelling guideline for the EULYNX project. 

 

 

Figure 6: Modelling and Testing 

4.4 EULYNX Cluster Project Data Preparation, Leader: ProRail 

The focus of the Cluster Project Data Preparation is on the development of a standard data format for 
conventional and Level 1 and 2 ERTMS-compliant interlockings to support the exchange of interlocking planning 
data between infrastructure managers and external parties, such as engineering firms and suppliers.  

The goal of EULYNX Data Preparation is to create one standard format. This ‘standard data format’ can be filled 
with the data from databases, and / or converted from the other specific data formats from tooling of 
infrastructure managers. It’s important to keep in mind that the parties involved in EULYNX Data Preparation who 
have invested in developing an own data format and tooling, want to maintain profit from their investments. This 
leads to requirements for conversion to the standard way of description. Specific XML formats can have more 
functionalities, but all should be able to at least have the same information that is required for the standard 
format: capturing the overlap is a necessity. For example, typical for an interlocking, when route setting is 
involved it requires the logical interaction between different elements in that route, which are described in the 
network topology in a common way. What this overlap consists of, is defined by the requirements of the common 
format. 

The EULYNX data format can be understood by both computers and humans. This means that when one sees 
the data, one can understand what is being described and which characteristic or value has been assigned to it.  
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Figure 7: Example XML format data preparation 

4.5 EULYNX Cluster Project Interface Interlocking – Interlocking and Interlocking – Radio 
Block Centre, Leader: DB NETZ AG 

These Cluster Projects work on the creation of common (European) specifications, one for the interface 
interlocking / adjacent interlocking and one for the interface interlocking / RBC. The final requirement 
specification documents should contain all requirements of all partners plus the so-called INESS requirements 
and the inclusion of these requirements into the model and the validation of the model. These include the 
implementation and approval of the interfaces in a railway environment. 

4.6 EULYNX Cluster Project Interface Interlocking - Control System, Leader: Network Rail 

This project is part of the deployment of new Traffic Management Systems in the UK. The benefit is in easing the 
connection of any Traffic Management System to any interlocking, either at first construction or as part of a 
recovery management strategy. The additional or different requirements of other partners will be added as part of 
the work of the cluster project. 

 

Figure 8: New Rail Operating Centre Network Rail 

4.7 EULYNX Cluster Project Interface Interlocking – Train Detection System, Leader: 
Jernbaneverket 

This cluster project develops a standard interface between the interlocking and the track vacancy system, being 
a track circuit or an axle counter. It is based on a new development of the interface, including many different 
scenarios, for example resetting of the axle counter. This will be the first standard where the additional or 
different requirements of German speaking Infrastructure Managers including requirements of other countries are 
brought together in one document. 
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4.8 EULYNX Cluster Project Interface Interlocking - Point Machine, Leader: Network Rail 

This project is building on the baseline created by the DB Netz AG NeuPro project and expanding the 
functionality to include additional requirements from other partners. Some partners use multiple point machines 
for long switches and so the point machine controller has a one to one relationship between machine drives and 
detection inputs. Other partners use a single machine and backdrives to operate long switches. As a result the 
point machine controller must handle many inputs and outputs.  

4.9 EULYNX Cluster Project Interface Interlocking – Light Signal, Leader: DB NETZ AG 

This project is creating a common European specification for the interface of the interlocking and both light 
signals and the LEU. The requirement specification document should contain all requirements of all partners and 
the inclusion of these requirements into the model and the validation of that model. It will be able to handle all 
different signal aspects of the different infrastructure managers. It includes implementation and approval of the 
interfaces in a railway environment. 

 

Figure 9: Light Signal technical system context 

4.10 EULYNX Cluster Project Interface Interlocking – Level Crossing, Leader: DB NETZ AG 

This Cluster Project creates a common European specification including allocation of functions between the sub-
systems level crossing and interlocking. The requirement specification document should contain all requirements 
of all partners and the inclusion of these requirements into the model and the validation of the model. It includes 
implementation and approval of the interfaces in a railway environment. 

5 EXAMPLE PROJECTS 

There are different ways to achieve the results of the EULYNX cooperation project. Below it is described how 
three different Infrastructure Managers contribute to the results. 

Example DB Netz AG: A separate infrastructure project develops an interface standard for signalling systems. 
This has currently resulted in so called “reference implementations” of standardised interfaces, in cooperation 
with the suppliers. A reference implementation is not only just realised in a lab environment but comprises also 
installations in the live network infrastructure, including the approval processes. While doing this, there is a 
feedback loop in place to ensure that mistakes or missing parts in the specification can be detected and 
improved. Several suppliers have joined this standardisation process called NeuPro. Contracts are in place with 
eight suppliers covering reference implementations where several interface standards are being demonstrated in 
live signalling systems.  

Example ProRail: Development of a certain system interface or method for standardisation is developed through 
a development project. The resulting standard is used and eventually further developed. In this way ProRail 
contributes to the project using its knowledge and experience. 
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Example Jernbaneverket: The results from the EULYNX cooperation can be attached in a next tender for a 
small scale to a nationwide realisation and/or development project, which will result in that standardised solutions 
becomes widely used. For example, JBV (Norway) will use the available specifications from the EULYNX 
cooperation when tendering a nationwide ERTMS roll-out in 2015. 

Several other Infrastructure Managers plan to use many of the resulting standards. 

6 CONCLUSION 

EULYNX is now providing its first results. The first standardised interfaces between subsystems of the 
standardised interlocking layer are already available and in use. These are and will be used in contracts of 
infrastructure managers and market parties or combinations. It should be noted that the EULYNX requirement 
documents will not always be recognized in a tender due to different reasons, e.g. juridical or organisational; the 
specifications can be integrated in tender files or included in documents covering a certain scope.  

In this way the EULYNX protocol may become a (then maintained) de-facto standard for all players in the game 
without all members officially ratifying the protocol but still ready for use in the European standard approach.  
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